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DATA VERACITY
SECURITY LIES WITHIN

Well begun is half done...!! staying true to the essence of the saying, SPM
started its new academic year on all the right notes. The year started with
student activities gaining momentum from orientation and induction week,
committee selections, guest lectures, alumni sessions, field visits, sports
events and much more.
In the recent times, School of Petroleum Management, the institute has
expanded its role into management education of energy alternatives
like renewable, power sector and energy infrastructure. Of Course not
denying the importance of hydrocarbons in fulfilling the country’s energy
needs, but also not overlooking the significance of renewables in changing
environmental scenario and concern for energy security has propelled the
vision of management education in E&I sector towards broader horizons.
Similarly starting with 2013 onwards, SPM also hosts an enthusiastic
community of students who are pursuing their General Management
Programme with a distinctive edge in area like Business Analytics and Digital
Marketing.
Another aspect of management irrespective of a sector is technology. The
growing role of tech in the market has made it imperative to make it part of
a strategy. Tech is changing operations, work profiles and business overall.
In this very first issue of the new academic year of 2018-19, we bring to
our readers a glimpse of student activities and campus happenings. Some
refined ideas and insights into business and its management, Opinions and
take of budding minds in the area of their interest.
SPM mirror represents the fervour and enthusiasm with which the students
pour in their efforts and contribute to the institute. Mirror team is thankful
to our readers for their interest and support.

Harsh Kachchhi PGP-17

W

ith unparalleled technological innovation and implementation of innovative automation through tools like- cloud,
AI, blockchain, augmented and virtual reality, IOT, robotics and what not, there is also an imperative need created
to define the role of technology as an unbiased and trusted affiliation. Leveraging the rapid advancements in
technology to create increasingly innovative products and services, businesses are driving unprecedented changes in the way
people work and live by embedding the data from the users into the system and trying to blur the line between the customer
growth and business growth.
By transforming themselves to run on data, businesses have created a new kind of vulnerability: inaccurate, manipulated, and
biased data that leads to corrupted business insights, and skewed decisions with a major impact on society. Decision making
power has been transformed to the data driven business culture which threatens to compromise the operating ability and the
growth prospects. One of the newly aroused vulnerability for data driven firms is - Unverified Data. Without establishing the
veracity, or accuracy, of that data, businesses leave themselves open to a new kind of vulnerability—a threat that’s critically
overlooked. Flipping the coin, the providers of the data have also found themselves into the anonymity towards the use of the
data, terms and conditions and cyber security.
Understanding anomalous behaviour will help companies address the threat of false data driving faulty decisions. Dynamic
pricing algorithms, and consumer reactions to them, also demonstrate the growing need for companies to understand motives
for disclosing—or disguising—data.
Thus, keeping the confidence in the data intact, there should be a vortex formed to keep the data speaking, through several
tenets which are: Verification, Context and Integrity.

Stay Connected and Happy Reading...!!!

The skills and tools needed to build this confidence are within reach. “Data is the lifeblood for digital companies”, fuels complex
business decisions that drive sustained growth. Ensuring the veracity of this data, then, becomes a cornerstone of strong leadership.
Thus, strong cyber security and data science capabilities are prerequisites for building a data intelligence practice to ensure data
veracity.
References:Anonymous articles on Digital Data Trends 2018
Accenture Tech Vision Report 2017-18
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MANAGING OIL AND GAS BUSINESS

FIGHTING MORTALITY WITH
INGENUITY

Richa Tiwari PGP-17
The business of Oil and Gas is one of the most critical of all, as
it caters to demand for energy and fuel. Since, the advent of
industrialization coal, oil and gas have been fulfilling the energy
needs across the globe and will continue to do so. Though
there is huge hue and cry about changing energy basket, where
renewables are finding an increased share what we fail to
understand is that, this transition will also be fuelled by oil and
gas. With changing lifestyle, use of polymers is increasing in our
daily lives. Also, hydrocarbons derived from refining of crude
oil are important inputs to a number of industries which will
propel petrochemicals market. In order to meet these demands
and accelerate the transition to renewables managing oil and
gas business has some challenges to face.
This shift in priorities are adding two dimensions to the business
of -firstly the time factor or urgency to meet the demand
without losses, secondly the aspect of storage, inventory and
asset management and logistics .Although, these dimensions
are not new to the business but a very important factor which is
going to dominate and influence the industry in times to come
is technology, apart from the obvious ones such as regulations,
geo-politics, rise of renewables to name a few.
Above changes will need organisations to be more agile,
adaptive and localized in their operations but not isolated ,vision
continues to be global with better integration and in agreement
with the surroundings .Losses cannot be accommodated as
the commodity prices are unpredictable but the need for
energy is increasing particularly in developing economies
.Hence, curtailing losses is going to be one of the main area of
concern .In the value chain starting from exploration to ending
at retailing , there are various points where there is a scope of
losses creeping in due to inefficiencies which can be internal as
well external to the organisation .The loopholes need to filled
by addressing the root cause. This requires management to pull
their socks and get realistic in understanding the problems and
find the most feasible(sustainable) solutions.
To aid managers in taking these decisions technology enters
into the scheme of things. Latest trends in IT such as Big Data
and AI/IOT make data acquisition and analysis very simple,
thus helping in trend spotting and pattern recognition.
The commodity here is not only critical in terms prices and
demand but also in terms of its nature too i.e. it is highly
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inflammable and toxic. This poses great Health and safety
risks during the entire process of production, storage
and distribution. In order to protect against loss of lives,
environment health and revenues the system should be robust
enough to take in the shocks and backlashes and evolve while
eliminating the shortcomings. Automation is an indispensable
tool.
Integration of technology is followed by the idea of human
resources and their understanding about using technology
and availing its benefit. It will be necessary for managers to
understand technology its strengths and weaknesses. Human
machine interaction and its implications for managers in terms
of building capabilities and skills. Managers need to be very
cautious of the fact machines and technology should aid them
in performing better and in higher resonance with the demands
but must not impair their own human judgement. Machines
are capable to extent to which humans empower them to be.
Hence machines too will have limitations which will create a
potential for human intervention i.e. where management has
to develop its resources. Therefore, managing machines will
altogether be another skill set required by managers across
the industry.
Unlike many other industries the oil and gas have both high
on Capex and Opex, monetary stakes are high and so are nonmonetary too. The unpredictability and ruggedness of the
business increases the risk quotient exponentially, failing to
understand and sync in with the globally changing dynamics
will lead organisation to collapse under the burden of their
own callous and unresponsive approach. Whether regulators,
producers, governments or distributors and transporters
last but not the least consumers as stakeholders must realize
their contribution in the value chain. Energy business fuels the
world but it does not lie outside this ecosystem. It too operates
on the same basic principles as other businesses do. Being a
bigger commercial activity does not make it more powerful
or strong by default, though it does makes it a huge vortex
that attracts investments and increasing stakes and risk. It
takes best management practices and better understanding
of market and its forces that establishes the credibility and
excellence in all spheres whether revenue generation, profit
making and sustainability. Hence, Sensing and understanding
are precursor to action.

Alay Patel PGP-18
Living, Surviving and Passing time-by, what are we actually doing? Why are we pulled down by our own thoughts? Who is to
blame? When to act?
All this questions really bore me up. So, let’s sort everything right now; once and for all. I wondered about writing about data,
language, communication but acing the day to day life kills all other issues and set its prudence right on top.
Focus, dilate your pupils, breathe deep and consume everything on your plate on table today. I would recommend a note and a
pencil for dummies. Get ready to live like a pro; because living = fighting mortality, so let’s do it with ease and grace.
Make a Feedback Loop: Establish a feedback chain for yourself, ask people what they think about you. I may sound a bit crazy
at first but remember “Who rectifies, conquers”.
Get critical with analogies: Getting things done by comparing subjects with pre-existing examples is the easiest way out, but
rather than burdening analogies directly, one must pave the fundamental path and study to determine the pain in the vein.
Critical things first: People often start with the easiest task first, excusing their way of building up motivation and stuff but real
life is far different than an exam preparation. Focus on the most critical task first, once the boss is eliminated, pawns look like
a child’s play.
Ace communication: Times have changed, geniuses have evolved. Now we live in a society where words are as important as
actions. Communication now has been a key factor in every aspect of life. Once you crack out the nutshell and start mirroring
the data you listen, you are in the game.
Sync it: Multi-tasking has been a limelight phenomenon for a while. Experts have directed its pros and cons, though syncing
your tasks into the framed function can nearly boost up your productivity more than twice. Analyse your work, build a roadmap
and multi-task like a superhuman.
Scheduling: Plan, fit things into their places like Tetris. Make a raw image of your tasks for the day as soon as you are awake,
plot them onto time slabs and work your way through it.
Do it: I know every one of you have heard this one like a million times but never applied it in real life. If there is even a small
margin of success of things to happen then do it. Time is not going to come back not at least with opportunities every day.
Develop vision: Living the present to the fullest, one life live it and YOLO. Everything seems glossy enough in a limit but a
proper inclined vision looking into yourself a month after or a decade after should look like a favourite superhero of yours, if
not, starting dreaming like one.
Stay keen: Try consuming everything around, the smell, the taste, the words, the display and everything you can because once
you have explored everything you will not be complaining about any consequences happening to you.
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FALLING INDIAN RUPEE AND ITS
ECONOMIC EFFECT

SPM
INDUCTION
WEEK
A new year means Two-year journey
of all management aspirants at School
of Petroleum Management began on
18th June 2018.
The bird view of 5-day events:
Hemin Rana, PGP-18

As we all know that from past few months Indian rupee is continuously falling and now historically, the Indian Rupee reached
an all-time high of 70.10 in August of 2018.
Some of the major reasons are as follow
•

Due to higher unemployment in India GDP rate is affected which leads to decrease rupee value.

•

India’s export is less compare to import, which decrease the demand of rupee and leads to decrease value.

•

When budget deficit occurs, the country may not be attracted by foreign investors and hence the currency value
decreases.

•

•

High interest rates may attract foreign investors, but practically high interest rates leads to increase in the government
debt, thereby GDP growth comes down. Then foreign investors are unsure of their returns, thereby they may take their
investments back. It leads to Rupee depreciation.
As inflation increases, purchasing power parity of consumers decreases. Thereby they buy less. It leads to economic
recession. Thereby rupee value decreases.

Economic effects
•

Imports from other countries will become expensive & exporters will get more rupees for the goods they export. With
this situation, we expect that imports will decrease and exports will increase which boosts our economy. But in reality,
continuous depreciation of rupee is worrying importers, and thereby they are buying more stock in advance to avoid
paying higher price in the coming days. This is causing more demand for dollar.

•

As India is oil importing country and all trading are in dollar, it affect the overall price which lead to hike in crude price.

•

Foreign direct investment(FDI) inflow will slow down as due to weak and fluctuating currency.it discourage foreign
investors to invest because lack assurance of return.

•

Traders will prefer to export goods rather than selling them in domestic markets. This will increase the prices in domestic
markets. Along with that as imports are costlier, imported goods will become expensive which leads to inflation. When
inflation is too high, sales will be dropped affecting country’s economy.

Repaying foreign debts will become much more expensive. This will increase burden on Indian economy.
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Day 1

Day 3

The Day 1 of the Inaugural ceremony started with a
promising note of making the best out of the two years and
getting ready for the challenges in their corporate lives. We
had with us Dr. Arun-Padmanabhan, Vice President, Shell as
the chief guest for the day. Students were also welcomed by
the Director PDPU, Dean SPM, Admissions Chair SPM and
other faculty members. Later the students had Ice Breaking
Session under the guidance of faculties for the rest of the
day.

On the third day, students interacted with Ms. Arpita Bohra
introduced to techniques for psychological fitness, Ms.
RinkalBagadia who made students aware of their rights
relating to ANTI-RAGGING, MR. Subodh Kumar Deputy
Chief Manager, The Times of India talked about challenges
and opportunities in the media segment.

Day 2
Day 2 for the inaugural ceremony, students interacted with
Business professionals from different industries and diverse
exposure.
Mr. Sunil Kanojia, Director, Sintex Industries Limited He,
delivered he session on MBA-the professional degree and
its nuances. Mr. Kanojia shared his personal experiences
and took the students down the memory lane. He shared
his tips and tricks which influenced students to think in the
direction of success.
Captain Amrit-Koijam - Business Head - bigbasket.com
was also present to enlighten the students about the online
retail and E-commerce industry followed by a lecture by Mr.
Gopal Sharma – Senior General Manager, CERA on the topic
Let’s be different. The session of full of unique ideas and the
students gained encouragement for their new journey.
Thus, the second day was full of interactive lectures and
we thank all the speakers that they spared time from their
hectic schedule and addressed the students. They not only
unlocked the ideas and potential of the students but also
charged them with positivity and enthusiasm.

Later under the guidance of Mr. Kumar, students visited the
offices of The Times of India and Radio Mirchi.
Day 4
Industrial visits are a very important part of academic life. It
bridges the gap between the Industry and the institutes giving
students the understanding regarding the skills they need to
develop. Students visited GVK, EMRI- (GunupatiVenkata
Krishna, Emergency Management and Research Institute)
and COCA-COLA as part of their Industrial Visits. In GVK
EMRI, Students understood the management of their most
recognized service108 Emergency Response Service. They
also learned how the Emergency Response Office tries
to answer 99% of the calls within a second. In Coca-Cola,
students understood the operations of the world’s most
recognized brand’s plant.
Day 5
On the last day of induction week, students visited
AkshayaPatra Foundation and understood how they manage
to provide fresh food to children on a daily basis. They also
had the opportunity to have a close view of the operations in
the manufacturing unit of popular ice cream brand-Havmor.
Thus the students were able to experience and relate to the
concepts that they learn in classrooms.
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ALUMNI SESSIONS

ALUMNI SESSIONS

Mr. Sumit Vithlani, KPMG

Mr. Tushar Shah, E&Y

The fresh batch was seated on the benches for their first alumni session. Anxious faces, the excitement of their first alumni session
was evident on their faces, all were curious to know what the session would be, whether it will be formal, informal or interactive,
all the speculation came to a halt when our Alumni Mr. SumitVithalani entered the room.
Mr. Vithalani currently working as an Associate Risk Consultant at KPMG, reminisced his time here at SPM.The session kickstarted with a brief introduction about consultancy services, he explained the ins and outs of a consultancy service, the work
profile of an analyst, how consultancy firms help different organisation to work out their plans and all the other aspects of
consultancy business were explained by him.
All the students were engrossed in the session and were keen to ask doubts to Mr. Vithalani. All the doubts posed by the students
were cleared patiently by him with the help of good examples from real life which was highly relevant for the students.
In the third leg of the session, students asked him about his work life, corporate life, how to enjoy work and corporate life and the
session thus become joyfully informal. The first alumni session with Mr Vithalani was a very good start of the academic year 201819 and the session was very informative and interactive formally and informally.

What a great feeling nostalgia is! Visiting one’s Alma mater always instils a sense of nostalgia. Mr. Tushar Shah, alumnus,
PGP’12 conducted an interactive session with the budding managers of both PGP’17 as well PGP’18, thus welcoming them to
the B-School culture. The session mainly focused on the ways that one can emerge meritorious in this race of MBAs, both on
terms of conceptual knowledge as well as conduct.
Being a believer in hard work, Mr. Shah discussed a proper roadmap to align the efforts into a goal-oriented approach. He later
went on to discuss his own experiences while pursuing MBA and how he organized his time at the campus. Supporting skill
development in an individual, he also shared the importance of presentation of things with keen emphasis on story-telling.
Along with personal development motto, he asked the students to introspect themselves on daily basis and rectify where so
ever possible.
Gifting his valuable inputs, he encouraged questions on consultancy as career and stated consultancy a client centric job where
the tasks are divided into identification of problems, structuring of a solution and implementing the solution.
As a whole the session had a great learning curve and many takeaways for the budding managers of tomorrow.
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INDUSTRY GUEST SESSIONS

INDUSTRY GUEST SESSIONS

Mr. Subodh Kumar,
Executive Director, IOCL

Mr. Vinay Kumar,
Managing Director, Brookfield Renewables

For the world to have energy is not enough, its source and how
the energy is generated too has its significance in the scheme
of things. With growing consumption of hydrocarbons and that
adding to carbon footprint, world over there are efforts being
made to move towards renewables.
India too is doing its bit and to throw some light on the contribution
of Indian Energy major IOCL in the area, School of Petroleum
Management held a guest lecture conducted by Mr. Subodh
Kumar Executive Director at IOCL who has been working in the
area of renewables.
The guest spoke about sustainability, energy security and various
methods for achieving the targets set on these parameters. Some
of the main methods discussed were bio-fuels & derivatives,
renewable energy, waste to energy, demand side management,

The SPM Guest Lecture Committee organized yet another enthralling lecture by Mr. Vinay Kumar – MD Brookfield

energy storage and e-mobility.

Renewables on the subject “Energy Transition – Is the Indian Renewables Story Hyped?” The anchor points comprised of

Speaking on renewable sources of energy Mr. Kumar highlighted

the following:

the importance and potential of solar energy in Indian context.

• Energy Transition – It is happening now!

India with a total installed capacity of 13GW has a long way to

• Setting the Context – Energy transition in India

go in order to make a considerable shift from non-renewables

• Solar – Tapping the exuberant Indian sun

to renewables. India is an energy guzzler with its noteworthy

• Wind – Mature industry in throes of transition

population and economic activity surrounding it. In such a

• The Grid integration challenge

condition lies the opportunity to make energy from alternative
sources feasible to the masses.

Mr. Kumar discussed three key themes in energy transition - flattening demand for fossil fuels, transportation going electric,
and Power generation will go renewable. The other major concepts which seemed quite engrossing for the audience were

IOCL has cumulative installed capacity of 40MW.Other initiatives

about the Indian Economy, its backdrop and renewables as a large market with significant expected growth. The conventional

include solarisation of ROs particularly KSKs, solar lanterns

power challenges were briefly discussed in a domestic as well as international approach. Mr. Kumar also stated that

and bio-fuels. Technological development, government policies,

renewables in India is witnessing strong growth, accompanied by increased investor interest and emergence of platforms of

storage and transportation facilities are some important

scale. Slowly but surely renewables are going mainstream.

parameters that influence the development and success of
renewable business.
The session was an endeavour to gain industry insights about the
future of energy market, and trends that will pave the wave to the
change.

Solar - Tapping the exuberant Indian Sun, Wind energy, advantages, risks, renewables as a source of energy, engaged the
students and they could easily relate to the examples given.
Mr. Kumar concluded the session with a few facts like - renewables will increase in penetration; high solar growth and strong
wind growth. Thermal will level off, tariffs in a downward spiral; transmission bottlenecks and land availability will be the
main challenges to renewable growth; DG (Diesel Generator) will be a major segment unlocking the real strength of solar;
increasing influx of pumped storage and other technologies; flexibility needs of the grid will gain prominence and ancillary
markets for grid services will evolve.
His lecture was robustly informative and introduced the idea of energy renewables to the front table and its role for attaining
a secure future.
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GUEST SESSION BY

FRESHERS’ SPORTS WEEK

Mr. Arup Soni, World Bank Project Enabler
Where do you want to be in five years’ time? The most exclusive question asked by any
interviewer. At this point in life, when all MBA aspirants are busy building their future to answer
this particular question, Mr. Arup Sinha, the 4 Eyed Optimist, comes to liberation and addresses
the students with an interactive and lively session. Mr. Sinha is a WORLD BANK Projects
Enabler/ Expert/Story Teller and an expert in Career Readiness (Students) around Human
Capability Building.
The students were introduced with various building blocks of career readiness like excellence;
Goal setting and planning; Clear and effective communication skills; Critical thinking and
problem solving; Working productively in teams and independently; Effective use of technology;
Ethical decision-making and social responsibility, etc. The students were also exposed to new
terminologies and concepts like IKIGAI, NUCAcity, and VUCA. While IKIGAI inspired students
how to jump out of early and start your day, VUCA brought clarity to their vision and NUCAcity helped to understand managing
things at the same time. Mr. Sinha also suggested reading inspirational book by Professor Ram Charan. Few activities were also
conducted during the session wherein the students were asked to write about their strengths and weaknesses.
The session was concluded by an interactive game wherein all students participated and stood in a circle. Each student had to
describe all the peers by an adjective. The game added life to the session.
To be career-ready in the global economy requires adaptability and a commitment to lifelong learning, mastery of key academic

“Healthy body means a healthy mind” and for an MBA student, a healthy mind or an active mind is a permanent prerequisite. It’s

and technical knowledge, and skills that vary from one career to another and change over time as a person progresses along a

a been a good time since the new batch was practicing sports on regular basis with the senior batch and the sports committee

developmental continuum.

and was time for some competitive show time.
PDPU sports committee organised the very first sports event for the fresher’s batch named as “Freshers’ sports week
-2018” from 6th August to 8th August. The new batch students of all institutes of PDPU (SPM, SLS, SOT, SPT) participated
enthusiastically in different events. The event took the experience and excitement of the freshman to a whole new level.
Students of SPM participated and showcased their true passion for sports with their beautiful sportsmanship throughout the
event.
SPM stood 1st in basketball (boys), TT- individual (girls) and also were runners up in the carom event. The achievements show
the hard work of students as well as the correct balance of academic and sports curriculum in the MBA programme. The better
take away was the all-time cheering peer group, guiding and motivating senior group and the developing bonds between the
same which lead to a truly successful Fresher’s sports week.
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CULTURAL EVENT
“WAAH LACHAK HO TO AISI!”

SPM MIRROR

FACULTY FOYER
Dr. Tanushri Banerjee, Associate Professor at School of Petroleum Management co-authored and published two papers:
“Determinants of Knowledge Process Adoption in Emerging Economies: Perspectives from Marketing Analytics Domain in
India.” published in Vikalp.The Journal for Decision Makers VOLUME 42 ISSUE 2 pages 42(2)95-110; ISSN 02560909. Another
paper titled “Web Content Analysis of Online Grocery Shopping Web Sites in India” was published in the International Journal
of Business Analytics(IJBAN) by IGI Global Volume 5 Issue 4; ISSN 2334-4547.
Dr.Banerjee with expertise in Information Systems also co-authored a book on emerging area of significance in Information
systems i.e. Analytics.The book titled “Weaving Analytics for Effective Decision Making” was published SAGE publication
under ISBN 978-93-864-46763.
Dr. Pramod Paliwal Professor and Dean at School of Petroleum Management have been chosen as member of International
jury to adjudge entries for Energy Brand Awards for second consecutive year. The awards are constituted by CHARGE Energy
Branding, Iceland.
Prof. Paliwal also delivered a keynote address at 10th International Conference on Emerging Management Perspectives,
Practices & Research Trends on GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (17th March 2018) at Ganpat University Mehsana.
Also, Professor Paliwal was a panellist in Infraline Annual Conference om ‘Learning from Gujarat as a Gas Based Economy ‘,
held at Ahmedabad, Gujarat – India that was held on29th March 2018.
Dr. Kaushal Kishore attended the 1st International Faculty Development Workshop (July 1-5th, 2018) organized by the
Academy of Indian Marketing- North American Society for Marketing Education in India &Jindal Global Business School, at
JIBS Campus, Sonipat-Haryana.
On December 25, 2017, Dr. Kishore was invited at Entrepreneurship Development Institute (EDI), Ahmedabad to interact with
Faculty Development Programme (FDP) Participants as a resource person. In all 30 faculty members and research scholars
from different Business Schools in India had attended the sessions on ‘Marketing and Branding of Petroleum Products’.

The senior batch is like a guiding hand to the new batch in every aspect of the college life. Hence it is important to develop a
good relationship and connection between the batches. Keeping the above objective in mind, the Cultural Committee of SPM
organised the first fun interaction event at SPM, “WaahLachakHoToAisi” on Monday, 13th August 2018.
The event started after 6 PM at SPM campus and was basically a fun game event where participants were grouped together
into teams with colour codes, with each team comprising of the correct mixture of students from both senior and junior
batches of E&I and GM. Moreover, a balanced gender diversity was maintained among the groups.
The first game was “The limbo” which was a real icebreaker of unlimited fun after which 6 winning teams advanced to the next
round. The next game was “hula hoop pass” which was a fun plus strategy building game where teams worked their level best
with true teamwork spirit to become the best of all. Ultimately, team yellow stood 1st and team white stood 2nd. Students of
SPM dancing together as a family at the end of the event was a beautiful scenery to end with.

On January 12, 2018, Dr. Kishore was invited as a Chief Guest during an event organized by the Gandhinagar Teachers
Association and Gandhinagar Principals Association to congratulate meritorious students and their principals. It was a
wonderful interaction with the members. Dr. Kishore had opportunities to share his views on the roles and responsibilities of
teachers in the current education system.
Dr. Kaushal Kishore attended a Case Method Teaching Seminar Organized by Harvard Business Publishing & IIM-Ahmedabad.
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BOOK REVIEW

THE SUCCESS PRINCIPLESFROM WHERE YOU ARE TO
WHERE YOU WANT TO BE

Kanan Raval PGP-18

The Success Principles by Jack Canfield is essentially a collection of ideas to help the reader to achieve their professional and
personal goals. Jack Canfield imparts as many as 65 principles for success to help people from any field with high dreams.
This is one of the books that has really alternated the way I use to think about Goals, Life and Success. Canfield (co-creator of
the phenomenal Chicken Soup for the Soul series) outlines the principles that he has lived and taught over the last 3+ decades.
Although I may not have achieved every one of Big Goals yet, I am 2 years into my journey of self-development and the ideas
highlighted in the book have certainly helped me along the way.
The Success Principles gives the reader the means required to enhance confidence, deal with daily life, overcome difficulties
and achieve their ambitions and goals in life. This book is a lot more than a simple collection of positive ideas thrown together,
it consists of 65 workable principles that have been used by successful people from all walks of life.
The thing that I loved is that the basics are the same no matter what you do at the moment. Your goal could be to be the top
seller in your office, make a million dollars, become a surgeon or get A’s in all of your exams – the strategies that you will follow
are the same.
Once you have read about these fundamentals of success, your way of seeing things will definitely change in a positive way.
After that it’s time to build a ‘Success Team’ and get the most out of all of your relationships. Finally, as is the way with achieving
what I call ‘Circular Success’ you will learn how to develop a positive psychological scheme around money and the day-to-day
habits that will allow you to create the life that you want for yourself.
The Book contains fabulous stories of Business Leaders, Elite sports people, celebrities and regular members of society. The
Success Principles will allow you to take a ‘leap of faith’ and start transforming yourself immediately.
The Main Things that you will learn from this Book are:
•

How to change any event, by changing how you respond?

•

How to change your perception of the past so you are ready for your positive future?

•

How to find amazing Role Models

•

How to be ready when ‘opportunity knocks’

•

How to realize that some ‘good’ things may not be for you so you can embrace the ‘great’ things

•

How to be courageous enough to ask for what you want

•

Why you should surround yourself with Positive People

I would highly recommend The Success Principles for someone looking for a boost on their personal development journey or
even someone just getting started. Don’t just read the book, live the principles and your life will change.
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SPM MIRROR TEAM
PGP’17
GOPAL PARMAR | RIDDHI THAKKAR | ISHA GANDHI | AASTHA SINHA
VYOM SHAH | DHRUVAL PATEL | KRUTIKA AYACHIT | RICHA TIWARI

PGP’18
JAYDEEP MULCHANDANI | SHIVANGI SHARMA | VATSAL DELADIA | ANANTIKA MALLIK
KANAN RAVAL | KRISHNA BHATT | ANJALI KATARIYA | ALAY PATEL
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